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Chinese cooking does not have to be difficult. This cookbook gives you all the information you
need to help you cook delicious, beautiful and healthy Chinese Chicken recipes at home.This
book gives you 39 recipes, many with full color photographs. Learn about the different
ingredients used in Chinese Cooking and different methods for preparing your chicken for stir-
fry.Popular recipes included are Sweet & Sour Chicken, Chicken Chow Mein, Chicken Chow
Fun, Kung Pao Chicken and more.Explore Chinese cooking at home and Enjoy!



Dish Ditty’sChinese Chicken Recipes by Vivian Hsieh Recipes for Real People Vol 1 Recipes
by Vivian HsiehPhotographs by Vivian Hsieh and Justin HsiehDesign by Mickey
HsiehIllustrations by Justin HsiehPhoto Editing by Justin Hsieh & Mickey Hsieh* Dedicated to
my husband and son… thank you for being so supportive and taste testing everything I make.
* Copyright © 2015 by Dish Ditty RecipesPhotographs Copyright © by Dish Ditty
RecipesIllustrations Copyright © by Dish Ditty Recipes All rights reserved. No part of this book
may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system without
permission in writing from Dish Ditty Recipes. BISAC: Cooking / Courses & Dishes /
General Acknowledgements I can’t express enough my gratitude to all my family and friends
who have put up with my incessant Facebook posts showing off my latest recipes. And to those
who have been my taste testers, thank you for trusting me and giving me your honest feedback.
In particular I need to thank a few special people.M son, Justin is the first to tell me something is
delicious but has also learned to give me constructive criticism to help my recipes get even
better. In addition to being an amazing taste tester, he also is my staff Photographer. Probably
half of the photographs shown in this book are his artwork. I can’t express how proud I am at the
young man he has become and can’t wait to see what he can do in the future.Next I need to
thank my husband, Mickey, who without him this book wouldn’t have even had a chance at being
written. He has supported me through thick and thin, encouraged me, and shown me love
through this whole process. I couldn’t have even begun to think about Chinese Cuisines without
him, let alone write a cookbook on Chinese cooking. Thank you for being my everything.My
mother, Cherri, is the next reason this cookbook came to fruition. My mother was an amazing
home cook who could cook for 2 or 100. I was always proud to bring my friends home to dinner
because who wouldn’t want to eat at my house with a mom who can cook as good as mine?
When my mother passed away several years ago, I realized how many recipes we, as a family,
had forgotten how to make or weren’t sure of the proportions/measurements. So I decided to not
let that happen to my son and take on the job of writing down and recording all my recipes. So
not only did my mom provide me with the cooking skills to make great home cooked meals for
my family, she was also my inspiration to writing and recording my recipes.Not only is my mom
an inspiration in the kitchen, so is my dad, Bill. I have many fond memories as a teenager
‘doctoring’ recipes with my Dad to make them even better. I don’t think we had the same Baked
Beans twice, every time we made them together, they tasted better and better. Today, at 85, my
dad is still experimenting in the kitchen and showing us youngsters that age doesn’t mean you
have to sit back and do nothing.Then there are my 5 brothers and sisters. Some of them will
have recipes in future books, but I think all of my siblings are amazing cooks and have given me
support that can only be described as unconditional. I need to give a special thanks to my sisters
Judy and Suzie. Without you my life would be bland.Thank you, as well, for purchasing this book
and supporting my obsession. I have labeled this book Volume 1 since I already have enough
recipes recorded for about 10 more books. So, if you like this book, be sure to look for more in



the near future.More on the web…Looking for more recipes? Try out one of our many
resources. “The only real stumbling block is fear of failure. In cooking you've got to have a
what-the-hell attitude.”― Julia Child ABOUTYes, I am a Polish girl who married into a Chinese
family. My Chinese husband and I have been married over 20 years, and in that time I have
learned a lot of recipes and cooking techniques from my mother-in-law and sister-in-law. I’m
passing on some of what I learned in this cookbook featuring Chinese Chicken Recipes.I admit
it… I am not a professional chef. I’m actually a Software Engineer in Silicon Valley. The closest I
came to the cooking profession was when I worked for 4 months as a Baker’s Assistant and a
high end grocery store when I was much, much younger. After that, I realized that while I love
cooking and baking, I don’t want to do it for a living. I prefer cooking in the comfort of my home
and making something different every night. I enjoy going to restaurants and saying, “Hey, I want
to try to make that at home.” and then going home and figuring it out.You want to make Chinese
recipes at home but you don’t have a wok? No problem. I don’t either. Although using a wok is
best, it isn’t necessary. I use a large chicken fryer that is wide and deep. Use a pan that can be
cooked with high heat since most stir-fry dishes are cooked with high heat.You’ll find that you
can cook for 2 with a standard sized skillet, just be sure to not overcrowd the meat when
cooking. You should be able to see about of the bottom of the pan or more when stir-frying in a
wide pan. When cooking with a wok, you will be cooking in a more narrow area, but you’ll have
the high sides to help the distribution of cooking. And in either pan, be sure to continuously stir
the food while cooking to keep it from sticking together and to help it cook evenly.I tend to use a
little less oil and do less ‘fried’ Chinese dishes. That’s just my style as I personally have issues
with fried foods. I think there is only one recipe in here that is similar to the deep fried recipes,
however I lightened it up a little. Lastly, I love cooking Chinese at home on weeknights because it
really is fast to make. The time consuming part of Chinese cooking is cutting up the meat and
vegetables, which can be done in advance. Usually when I get home from work I start the rice.
While the rice is cooking, I cut up the meat and put it in the marinade and set aside. Then I cut
up the vegetables. Usually I’m done with that well before the rice is done cooking. Then once the
rice is done, I start the stir-fry, which usually takes no more than 10 minutes to cook.So don’t be
intimidated by Chinese cooking at home. It can be easy, quick and healthy. In the Appendix
(page [X]), you will find a lot of useful information about sauces, vegetables, noodles, tofu and
more. Hopefully this cookbook will inspire you to try cooking Chinese food in the comfort of your
own home.TABLE OF CONTENTSPREPARING YOUR CHICKENVelveting Chicken - Marinade
MethodVelveting Chicken - Pre-Cook MethodVelveting Chicken - Baking Soda MethodNot Quite
Velvet Chicken - Stir-Fry MethodMake your own sauceSweet & Sour SaucePineapple Sweet &
Sour Dipping SauceMango Dipping SauceSpicy Mango Dipping SauceLo Mein SauceTonkatsu
SauceHoisin SauceHoisin Dipping SaucePlum SauceOrange Sauce:CHICKEN MAIN DISH
RECIPESChicken & Asparagus Stir-FryChicken with Snow PeasEmpress Chicken &
BroccoliSnow White Chicken with Chinese GreensChinese Chicken & TomatoesSnow White
Chicken & BroccoliniSweet & Sour ChickenBill’s Ginger ChickenMango ChickenMarinated



Chicken TeriyakiChicken Teriyaki Stir-FryChinese Chicken with Tofu Stir-FryHoney Glazed
Chicken DrumsticksCashew ChickenOrange ChickenLemon ChickenGeneral’s ChickenStir-fry
Chicken with WalnutsKung Pao ChickenAsian Fiesta Chicken SaladClassic Chinese Chicken
SaladNOODLES & RICE RECIPESChicken Chow FunChicken Chow MeinChicken Fried
RicePeanut Sesame Chicken & NoodlesDietary restrictionsGluten Free DietVegan DietDiabetic
DietCHINESE INGREDIENTSSauces you can buyOILSSOY SAUCESVINEGARSWINESStir-
Fry SaucesChinese VegetablesBok ChoyBaby Bok ChoyNapa CabbageSnow PeasMung Bean
SproutsChinese Broccoli (Kai-Lan or Gai-Lan)Yard Long Beans (Chinese Long Beans)Choi
SumBroccolettePea ShootsWinter MelonSmoke PointPREPARING YOUR CHICKEN Velveting
Chicken What is velveting? It’s a process where you tenderize the chicken so that when you use
it in your stir-fry recipes, the chicken remains juicy and is not dried out.There are a couple
different techniques for velveting chicken. The first is a process where you marinade and then
pre-cook the chicken. The second is a longer marinade, using cornstarch. And the third, strange
as it may sound, is to use baking soda to break down the tissues of the chicken.My choice
method is the baking soda method and second choice is the marinade method. Depending on
the recipe, you’ll see I go between the two styles.Take a look at the different methods and try the
one that makes sense to you. Some of the recipes do not call for Velveted Chicken, but you can
adapt the recipe if you find you like the texture better.Velveting Chicken - Marinade
MethodIngredients1 tablespoon Cornstarch2 teaspoons Chinese Cooking Wine (or Cream
Sherry)1 teaspoon Seasoned Rice Wine Vinegar¼ teaspoon Salt2 Chicken Breast (boneless,
thinly sliced)Directions:Combine all ingredients and marinade for 4 hours before using in stir-fry
recipes.Velveting Chicken - Pre-Cook MethodIngredients1 Egg White1 tablespoon Cornstarch2
teaspoons Chinese Cooking Wine (or Cream Sherry)1 teaspoon Seasoned Rice Wine
Vinegar¼ teaspoon Salt2 Chicken Breast (boneless, thinly sliced)NoteVelveting chicken in this
way can be done in advance and chicken can be refrigerated for use in stir-fry recipes
later.DirectionsWhisk together egg white, cornstarch, wine, seasoned rice wine vinegar, and
salt.Mix in the thinly sliced chicken. Cover with plastic wrap and refrigerate for 1 hour.Wipe off
excess liquid. Drop in small batches into boiling water.Boil chicken for about 1-2 minutes, or until
chicken is fully cooked. Remove chicken from the water quickly. Do not over cook.Velveting
Chicken - Baking Soda MethodNoteThis is the fasted and easiest method. I find it to make the
tenderest chicken as well.Ingredients2 tablespoons Baking Soda¼ cup Water1 ½ pounds
Chicken Breast, thinly sliced DirectionsCombine all ingredients together, cover and refrigerate
for no more than 20 minutes. Rinse the chicken well to remove the baking soda. Then soak in
water for about 2 minutes to be sure all the baking soda is removed. Drain completely. Next add
your marinade as needed and you can immediately use in stir-fry recipes.Not Quite Velvet
Chicken - Stir-Fry MethodIngredients1 Egg White1 tablespoon Cornstarch2 teaspoons Chinese
Cooking Wine (or Cream Sherry)1 teaspoon Seasoned Rice Wine Vinegar¼ teaspoon Salt2
Chicken Breast (boneless, thinly sliced)DirectionsMarinade the chicken using the velveting
chicken instructions for about 30 minutes and strain the liquid.Next, marinade the chicken using



the recipe’s instructions for 20-30 minutes. Strain the excess liquid.In a hot pan, heat 3
tablespoons of oil and quickly cook the strained chicken (be sure that the chicken isn’t too wet or
the water will pop against the oil).It will take about 2-3 minutes for the thinly sliced chicken to
cook. Then use as directed. Make your own sauce The best way to control your ingredients is to
make your own sauces. These are a few of the common sauces used as well as some
substitutions to use if you want to create/adjust a recipe due to dietary restrictions.Sweet & Sour
SauceIngredients1 cup Water¾ cups Sugar½ cup White Vinegar1 teaspoon Salt3 tablespoons
Ketchup½ teaspoon Garlic Powder1 tablespoon Cornstarch2 tablespoons WaterDirectionsIn
saucepan, add water, sugar, vinegar, salt, ketchup, and garlic powder. On medium heat, bring to
a low boil. In a small bowl, combine cornstarch and 2 tablespoons of water. Slowly add
cornstarch and water mixture to boiling sauce, stirring while adding. Cook for 1 minute. Remove
from stove and serve warm with fried won tons or use for Sweet & Sour Pork.Pineapple Sweet &
Sour Dipping SauceIngredients½ cup Brown Sugar½ cup White Vinegar2 tablespoons Soy
Sauce2 tablespoons Ketchup½ teaspoon Garlic Powder1 cup Pineapple Juice (from canned
pineapple or not)1 tablespoon Cornstarch2 tablespoons WaterDirectionsIn saucepan, add
pineapple juice, sugar, vinegar, salt, ketchup, and garlic powder. On medium heat, bring to a low
boil. In a small bowl, combine cornstarch and 2 tablespoons of water. Slowly add cornstarch and
water mixture to boiling sauce, stirring while adding. Cook for 1 minute. Remove from stove and
serve warm with fried won tons or use for Sweet & Sour Pork.Mango Dipping
SauceIngredients½ cup Chicken Broth1 cup Dole's Orange Peach Mango Juice cup White
Vinegar½ cup Sherry¼ cup Sugar3 tablespoons Cornstarch

You’ll find that you can cook for 2 with a standard sized skillet, just be sure to not overcrowd the
meat when cooking. You should be able to see about of the bottom of the pan or more when
stir-frying in a wide pan. When cooking with a wok, you will be cooking in a more narrow area,
but you’ll have the high sides to help the distribution of cooking. And in either pan, be sure to
continuously stir the food while cooking to keep it from sticking together and to help it cook
evenly.I tend to use a little less oil and do less ‘fried’ Chinese dishes. That’s just my style as I
personally have issues with fried foods. I think there is only one recipe in here that is similar to
the deep fried recipes, however I lightened it up a little. Lastly, I love cooking Chinese at home on
weeknights because it really is fast to make. The time consuming part of Chinese cooking is
cutting up the meat and vegetables, which can be done in advance. Usually when I get home
from work I start the rice. While the rice is cooking, I cut up the meat and put it in the marinade
and set aside. Then I cut up the vegetables. Usually I’m done with that well before the rice is
done cooking. Then once the rice is done, I start the stir-fry, which usually takes no more than 10
minutes to cook.So don’t be intimidated by Chinese cooking at home. It can be easy, quick and
healthy. In the Appendix (page [X]), you will find a lot of useful information about sauces,
vegetables, noodles, tofu and more. Hopefully this cookbook will inspire you to try cooking
Chinese food in the comfort of your own home.TABLE OF CONTENTSPREPARING YOUR



CHICKENVelveting Chicken - Marinade MethodVelveting Chicken - Pre-Cook MethodVelveting
Chicken - Baking Soda MethodNot Quite Velvet Chicken - Stir-Fry MethodMake your own
sauceSweet & Sour SaucePineapple Sweet & Sour Dipping SauceMango Dipping SauceSpicy
Mango Dipping SauceLo Mein SauceTonkatsu SauceHoisin SauceHoisin Dipping SaucePlum
SauceOrange Sauce:CHICKEN MAIN DISH RECIPESChicken & Asparagus Stir-FryChicken
with Snow PeasEmpress Chicken & BroccoliSnow White Chicken with Chinese GreensChinese
Chicken & TomatoesSnow White Chicken & BroccoliniSweet & Sour ChickenBill’s Ginger
ChickenMango ChickenMarinated Chicken TeriyakiChicken Teriyaki Stir-FryChinese Chicken
with Tofu Stir-FryHoney Glazed Chicken DrumsticksCashew ChickenOrange ChickenLemon
ChickenGeneral’s ChickenStir-fry Chicken with WalnutsKung Pao ChickenAsian Fiesta Chicken
SaladClassic Chinese Chicken SaladNOODLES & RICE RECIPESChicken Chow FunChicken
Chow MeinChicken Fried RicePeanut Sesame Chicken & NoodlesDietary restrictionsGluten
Free DietVegan DietDiabetic DietCHINESE INGREDIENTSSauces you can buyOILSSOY
SAUCESVINEGARSWINESStir-Fry SaucesChinese VegetablesBok ChoyBaby Bok ChoyNapa
CabbageSnow PeasMung Bean SproutsChinese Broccoli (Kai-Lan or Gai-Lan)Yard Long Beans
(Chinese Long Beans)Choi SumBroccolettePea ShootsWinter MelonSmoke PointPREPARING
YOUR CHICKEN Velveting Chicken What is velveting? It’s a process where you tenderize the
chicken so that when you use it in your stir-fry recipes, the chicken remains juicy and is not dried
out.There are a couple different techniques for velveting chicken. The first is a process where
you marinade and then pre-cook the chicken. The second is a longer marinade, using
cornstarch. And the third, strange as it may sound, is to use baking soda to break down the
tissues of the chicken.My choice method is the baking soda method and second choice is the
marinade method. Depending on the recipe, you’ll see I go between the two styles.Take a look at
the different methods and try the one that makes sense to you. Some of the recipes do not call
for Velveted Chicken, but you can adapt the recipe if you find you like the texture better.Velveting
Chicken - Marinade MethodIngredients1 tablespoon Cornstarch2 teaspoons Chinese Cooking
Wine (or Cream Sherry)1 teaspoon Seasoned Rice Wine Vinegar¼ teaspoon Salt2 Chicken
Breast (boneless, thinly sliced)Directions:Combine all ingredients and marinade for 4 hours
before using in stir-fry recipes.Velveting Chicken - Pre-Cook MethodIngredients1 Egg White1
tablespoon Cornstarch2 teaspoons Chinese Cooking Wine (or Cream Sherry)1 teaspoon
Seasoned Rice Wine Vinegar¼ teaspoon Salt2 Chicken Breast (boneless, thinly
sliced)NoteVelveting chicken in this way can be done in advance and chicken can be
refrigerated for use in stir-fry recipes later.DirectionsWhisk together egg white, cornstarch, wine,
seasoned rice wine vinegar, and salt.Mix in the thinly sliced chicken. Cover with plastic wrap and
refrigerate for 1 hour.Wipe off excess liquid. Drop in small batches into boiling water.Boil chicken
for about 1-2 minutes, or until chicken is fully cooked. Remove chicken from the water quickly. Do
not over cook.Velveting Chicken - Baking Soda MethodNoteThis is the fasted and easiest
method. I find it to make the tenderest chicken as well.Ingredients2 tablespoons Baking Soda¼
cup Water1 ½ pounds Chicken Breast, thinly sliced DirectionsCombine all ingredients together,



cover and refrigerate for no more than 20 minutes. Rinse the chicken well to remove the baking
soda. Then soak in water for about 2 minutes to be sure all the baking soda is removed. Drain
completely. Next add your marinade as needed and you can immediately use in stir-fry
recipes.Not Quite Velvet Chicken - Stir-Fry MethodIngredients1 Egg White1 tablespoon
Cornstarch2 teaspoons Chinese Cooking Wine (or Cream Sherry)1 teaspoon Seasoned Rice
Wine Vinegar¼ teaspoon Salt2 Chicken Breast (boneless, thinly sliced)DirectionsMarinade the
chicken using the velveting chicken instructions for about 30 minutes and strain the liquid.Next,
marinade the chicken using the recipe’s instructions for 20-30 minutes. Strain the excess
liquid.In a hot pan, heat 3 tablespoons of oil and quickly cook the strained chicken (be sure that
the chicken isn’t too wet or the water will pop against the oil).It will take about 2-3 minutes for the
thinly sliced chicken to cook. Then use as directed. Make your own sauce The best way to
control your ingredients is to make your own sauces. These are a few of the common sauces
used as well as some substitutions to use if you want to create/adjust a recipe due to dietary
restrictions.Sweet & Sour SauceIngredients1 cup Water¾ cups Sugar½ cup White Vinegar1
teaspoon Salt3 tablespoons Ketchup½ teaspoon Garlic Powder1 tablespoon Cornstarch2
tablespoons WaterDirectionsIn saucepan, add water, sugar, vinegar, salt, ketchup, and garlic
powder. On medium heat, bring to a low boil. In a small bowl, combine cornstarch and 2
tablespoons of water. Slowly add cornstarch and water mixture to boiling sauce, stirring while
adding. Cook for 1 minute. Remove from stove and serve warm with fried won tons or use for
Sweet & Sour Pork.Pineapple Sweet & Sour Dipping SauceIngredients½ cup Brown Sugar½
cup White Vinegar2 tablespoons Soy Sauce2 tablespoons Ketchup½ teaspoon Garlic Powder1
cup Pineapple Juice (from canned pineapple or not)1 tablespoon Cornstarch2 tablespoons
WaterDirectionsIn saucepan, add pineapple juice, sugar, vinegar, salt, ketchup, and garlic
powder. On medium heat, bring to a low boil. In a small bowl, combine cornstarch and 2
tablespoons of water. Slowly add cornstarch and water mixture to boiling sauce, stirring while
adding. Cook for 1 minute. Remove from stove and serve warm with fried won tons or use for
Sweet & Sour Pork.Mango Dipping SauceIngredients½ cup Chicken Broth1 cup Dole's Orange
Peach Mango Juice  cup White Vinegar½ cup Sherry¼ cup Sugar3 tablespoons Cornstarch
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Rusty, “Chicken anytime. Chicken made easy, Chicken made right, grab up this book fo your
chicken tonight. It has often been said if a chicken walks through it I will eat it. Well I'm not that
bad but I do love chicken. These recipes really hit The spot. Thank you and enjoy your meal and
enjoy your day.”

Barbara Meuleman, “Excellent book. Loved the entire book- very informative! Try them all and
you will enjoy the recipes and be a better cook”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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